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in 1917 it was still possible for the university of oklahoma s annual
catalogue to include a roster of every student s name and
hometown a compact and close knit community those 2 500
students and their 130 professors studied and taught at a
respectable though small relatively uncomplicated and rather
insular regional university during the following third of a century
the school underwent changes so profound that their cumulative
effect amounted to a transformation this second volume in david
levy s projected three part history chronicles these changes
charting the university s course through one of the most dramatic
periods in american history following oklahoma s flagship school
through decades that saw six u s presidents eleven state
governors and five university presidents volume 2 of the university
of oklahoma a history documents the institution s evolution into a
complex diverse and multifaceted seat of learning by 1950
enrollment had increased fivefold and by every measure the
number of colleges and campus buildings degrees awarded and
programs offered volumes in the library faculty publications out of
state and foreign students in attendance the university was on its
way to becoming a world class educational institution levy weaves
together human and institutional history as he describes the
school s remarkable sometimes remarkably difficult development
in response to unprecedented factors two world wars the cultural
shifts of the 1920s the great depression the rise of the petroleum
industry the farm crisis and dust bowl the emergence of new
technologies and new political and social forces such as those
promoting and resisting racial justice national and world events
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state politics campus leadership the ever changing student body in
triumph and defeat in small successes and grand
accomplishments all come to varied and vibrant life in this second
installment of the definitive history of oklahoma s storied center of
learning this book the first in a projected three volume definitive
history traces the university s progress from territorial days to
1917 david w levy examines the people and events surrounding
the school s formation and development chronicling the
determined ambition of pioneers to transform a seemingly barren
landscape into a place where a worthy institution of higher
education could thrive the university of oklahoma was established
by the territorial legislature in 1890 with that act norman became
the educational center of the future state levy captures the many
factors academic political financial religious that shaped the
university drawing on a great depth of research in primary
documents he depicts the university s struggles to meet its goals
as it confronted political interference financial uncertainty and
troubles ranging from disastrous fires to populist witch hunts yet
he also portrays determined teachers and optimistic students who
understood the value of a college education written in an engaging
style and enhanced by an array of historical photographs this
volume is a testimony to the citizens who overcame formidable
obstacles to build a school that satisfied their ambitions and
embodied their hopes for the future david ross boyd stepped off
the train in norman oklahoma on august 6 1892 and looked toward
the southwest there was not a tree or shrub in sight wrote the
former kansas school superintendent just hired to serve as the
university of oklahoma s first president behind me was a crude
little town of 1 500 people and before me was a stretch of prairie
on which my helpers and i were to build an institution of culture by
1895 five years after the university s official founding the school
boasted four faculty members three men and one woman and 100
students today the campus is home to more than 30 000 students
and 2 700 full time faculty and is one of the most respected public
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universities in the nation with twenty one colleges offering
hundreds of majors at the bachelor s master s and doctoral level
ou s remarkable journey from that treeless prairie to its present
standing as a world class institution of learning unfolds in the
sooner story arriving upon the university s 125th anniversary the
book updates a history that last left off in 1980 when william slater
banowsky was at the helm author anne barajas harp examines the
school s history through the lens of each presidential
administration from the beginning of david ross boyd s tenure to
the present moment in david lyle boren s presidency now in its
third decade in describing what each president encountered in his
turn she captures the unique character challenges and
accomplishments of each administration as these reflect the
university s growth and progress through the twentieth and early
twenty first centuries discouraged boyd wrote at his arrival in 1892
not a bit the sight was a challenge the sooner story conveys the
inspiration and excitement of meeting and renewing that
challenge over the past 125 years provides a look at university of
oklahoma from the students viewpoint at the end of world war ii
the top ten college football teams were largely the same as they
are today with one exception oklahoma in 1947 bud wilkinson was
named ou s head football coach and became the architect of
oklahoma s meteoric rise from mediocrity to its present status as a
perennial powerhouse based on interviews with wilkinson former
ou president george l cross and numerous former players author
john scott gives us the behind the scenes story of wilkinson s
years at the university of oklahoma scott takes us through the
teams wilkinson directed from 1947 to 1963 revealing the
philosophies and tactics wilkinson used to turn ou into one of
college football s elite programs a close up view of games from
strategy to execution brings ou football and its cast of colorful
characters to life scott details the sooners 47 game winning streak
as well as thrilling games against notre dame army usc and others
he also provides details of wilkinson s breaking of the color line in
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ou athletics and the infamous food poisoning incident in chicago in
1959 before his death in 1994 wilkinson reviewed the first draft of
the book and wrote in a letter to the author the explanations of
football strategies are concise and clear they rank among the best
i have ever read including vignettes of wilkinson s closest coaching
friends royal bryant leahy sanders blaik tatum bud wilkinson and
the rise of oklahoma football captures all the drama of oklahoma s
ascendance and serves as an authoritative and entertaining
history of the sport that will appeal to all college football fans
provides a look at the university of oklahoma from the students
viewpoint medical education in oklahoma volume iii chronicles the
development of the university of oklahoma health sciences center
from 1964 1996 a tempestuous period at the university of
oklahoma school of medicine during these three decades college
and hospital administrators and physicians witnessed conflicts
challenges and restructuring based on newspaper accounts
interviews regents meetings minutes and the authors personal
recollections the book traces the metamorphosis of the university
of oklahoma college of medicine and health sciences center from
an enterprise dedicated solely to scholarship and education into a
multi million dollar medical and research complex published in
celebration of the university s quasquicentennial path to
excellence is a stunning photographic history of ou s 125 years of
remarkable growth and revitalization originally published
middletown conn wesleyan university press 1973 in 1967 george
henderson the son of uneducated alabama sharecroppers
accepted a full time professorship at the university of oklahoma
despite his mentor s warning to avoid the redneck school in a
backward state henderson became the university s third african
american professor a hire that seemed to suggest the dissolving of
racial divides however when real estate agents in the university
town of norman denied the henderson family their first three
choices of homes the sociologist and educator realized he still
faced some formidable challenges in this stirring memoir
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henderson recounts his formative years at the university of
oklahoma during the late 1960s and early 1970s he describes in
graphic detail the obstacles that he and other african americans
faced within the university community a place of white privilege
black separatism and campus wide indifference to bigotry as an
adviser and mentor to young black students who wanted to do
something about these conditions henderson found himself at the
forefront of collective efforts to improve race relations at the
university henderson is quick to acknowledge that he and his
fellow activists did not abolish all vestiges of racial oppression but
they set in motion a host of institutional changes that continue to
this day in henderson s words we were ordinary people who
sometimes did extraordinary things capturing what was perhaps
the most tumultuous era in the history of american higher
education race and the university includes valuable recollections
of former student activists who helped transform the university of
oklahoma into one of the nation s most diverse college campuses
when george lynn cross arrived to teach botany at the university
of oklahoma in the summer of 1934 racial segregation was so
strong in norman that no african american dared remain within the
city limits after sundown almost ten years later when cross
became president of the university the full extent of oklahoma s
segregation laws came sharply into focus this book is president
cross s story of the events leading to the desegregation of the
university of oklahoma in 1948 with the admission of george w
mclaurin to the graduate school of education earlier a young black
woman ada lois sipuel fisher had applied to the ou school of law
and been denied admission because of her race with the help of
attorneys from the naacp she took her case to the u s supreme
court the high court equivocated and a separate but equal law
school was hastily established in oklahoma city as a branch of all
black langston university it was not until three years later and then
only after the intervention of president cross who personally
overrode the law s delay that ms fisher was able to study at the
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university of oklahoma from which she later graduated with honors
cross places these momentous events in historical context the
story of desegregation at the university of oklahoma a landmark in
the continuing struggle for racial equality in the united states
makes for an engrossing book describes the people and events
that have shaped the state s history excerpt from university of
oklahoma bulletin general catalog 1919 20 with announcements
for 1920 1921 may 1 1920 entrance examinations registration
sept 16 17 18 class work begins a m sept 20 president s annual
address a m sept 21 president s reception to students and faculty
oct 1 general election day nov 2 fall home coming of alumni and
former students nov 6 thanksgiving recess begins m nov 24 class
work resumed a m nov 29 christmas recess begins p m dec 22
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks
com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst
repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works tiny
you tells the story of one of the most successful political
movements of the twentieth century the grassroots campaign
against legalized abortion while americans have rapidly changed
their minds about sex education pornography arts funding gay
teachers and ultimately gay marriage opposition to legalized
abortion has only grown as other socially conservative movements
have lost young activists the pro life movement has successfully
recruited more young people to their cause jennifer l holland
explores why abortion dominates conservative politics like no
other cultural issue looking at anti abortion movements in four
western states since the 1960s turning to the fetal pins passed
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around church services the graphic images exchanged between
friends and the fetus dolls given to children in school she argues
that activists made fetal life feel personal to many americans pro
life activists persuaded people to see themselves in the pins
images and dolls they held in their hands and made the fight
against abortion the primary bread and butter issue for social
conservatives holland ultimately demonstrates that the success of
the pro life movement lies in the borrowed logic and emotional
power of leftist activism like america itself the architecture of the
united states is an amalgam an imitation or an importation of
foreign forms adapted to the natural or engineered landscape of
the new world so can there be an american school of architecture
the most legitimate claim to the title emerged in the 1950s and
1960s at the gibbs college of architecture at the university of
oklahoma where under the leadership of bruce goff herb greene
mendel glickman and others an authentically american approach
to design found its purest expression teachable in its coherence
and logic followers of this first truly american school eschewed the
forms most in fashion in american architectural education at the
time those such as the french beaux arts or german bauhaus
schools in favor of the vernacular and the organic the result was a
style distinctly experimental resourceful and contextual
challenging not only established architectural norms in form and
function but also traditional approaches to instructing and
inspiring young architects edited by luca guido stephanie pilat and
angela person this volume explores the fraught history of this
distinctively american movement born on the oklahoma prairie
renegades features essays by leading scholars and includes a wide
range of images including rare never before published sketches
and models together these essays and illustrations map the
contours of an american architecture that combines this country s
landscape and technology through experimentation and invention
assembling the diversity of the united states into structures of true
beauty renegades for the first time fully captures the essence and
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conveys the importance of the american school of architecture
excerpt from bulletin of the state university of oklahoma calendar
june 1 1906 march 1 1907 announcements 1907 1908 first
semester begins tuesday september 10 at 2 p m enroll ment of
students tuesday and wednesday formal opening of the university
and president s annual address about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works the university of oklahoma s western
history collections were established in 1927 to gather and
preserve records for scholarly research in anthropology native
american studies oklahoma history and the history of the american
west this guide describes manuscript collections which include
papers from pioneers and later prominent citizens including
businessmen educators native american leaders historians and
anthropologists the manuscripts cover a variety of subjects such
as cowboys and the cattle industry the five civilized tribes frontier
life missionaries in indian territory the oil industry and the history
of transportation in the west guide to graduation



The University of Oklahoma 2015-11-13
in 1917 it was still possible for the university of oklahoma s annual
catalogue to include a roster of every student s name and
hometown a compact and close knit community those 2 500
students and their 130 professors studied and taught at a
respectable though small relatively uncomplicated and rather
insular regional university during the following third of a century
the school underwent changes so profound that their cumulative
effect amounted to a transformation this second volume in david
levy s projected three part history chronicles these changes
charting the university s course through one of the most dramatic
periods in american history following oklahoma s flagship school
through decades that saw six u s presidents eleven state
governors and five university presidents volume 2 of the university
of oklahoma a history documents the institution s evolution into a
complex diverse and multifaceted seat of learning by 1950
enrollment had increased fivefold and by every measure the
number of colleges and campus buildings degrees awarded and
programs offered volumes in the library faculty publications out of
state and foreign students in attendance the university was on its
way to becoming a world class educational institution levy weaves
together human and institutional history as he describes the
school s remarkable sometimes remarkably difficult development
in response to unprecedented factors two world wars the cultural
shifts of the 1920s the great depression the rise of the petroleum
industry the farm crisis and dust bowl the emergence of new
technologies and new political and social forces such as those
promoting and resisting racial justice national and world events
state politics campus leadership the ever changing student body in
triumph and defeat in small successes and grand
accomplishments all come to varied and vibrant life in this second
installment of the definitive history of oklahoma s storied center of
learning



The University of Oklahoma 2015-11-13
this book the first in a projected three volume definitive history
traces the university s progress from territorial days to 1917 david
w levy examines the people and events surrounding the school s
formation and development chronicling the determined ambition
of pioneers to transform a seemingly barren landscape into a place
where a worthy institution of higher education could thrive the
university of oklahoma was established by the territorial
legislature in 1890 with that act norman became the educational
center of the future state levy captures the many factors academic
political financial religious that shaped the university drawing on a
great depth of research in primary documents he depicts the
university s struggles to meet its goals as it confronted political
interference financial uncertainty and troubles ranging from
disastrous fires to populist witch hunts yet he also portrays
determined teachers and optimistic students who understood the
value of a college education written in an engaging style and
enhanced by an array of historical photographs this volume is a
testimony to the citizens who overcame formidable obstacles to
build a school that satisfied their ambitions and embodied their
hopes for the future

The Sooner Story 2015-07-08
david ross boyd stepped off the train in norman oklahoma on
august 6 1892 and looked toward the southwest there was not a
tree or shrub in sight wrote the former kansas school
superintendent just hired to serve as the university of oklahoma s
first president behind me was a crude little town of 1 500 people
and before me was a stretch of prairie on which my helpers and i
were to build an institution of culture by 1895 five years after the
university s official founding the school boasted four faculty
members three men and one woman and 100 students today the



campus is home to more than 30 000 students and 2 700 full time
faculty and is one of the most respected public universities in the
nation with twenty one colleges offering hundreds of majors at the
bachelor s master s and doctoral level ou s remarkable journey
from that treeless prairie to its present standing as a world class
institution of learning unfolds in the sooner story arriving upon the
university s 125th anniversary the book updates a history that last
left off in 1980 when william slater banowsky was at the helm
author anne barajas harp examines the school s history through
the lens of each presidential administration from the beginning of
david ross boyd s tenure to the present moment in david lyle
boren s presidency now in its third decade in describing what each
president encountered in his turn she captures the unique
character challenges and accomplishments of each administration
as these reflect the university s growth and progress through the
twentieth and early twenty first centuries discouraged boyd wrote
at his arrival in 1892 not a bit the sight was a challenge the sooner
story conveys the inspiration and excitement of meeting and
renewing that challenge over the past 125 years

The University of Oklahoma 1934
provides a look at university of oklahoma from the students
viewpoint

The Sooner 1969
at the end of world war ii the top ten college football teams were
largely the same as they are today with one exception oklahoma
in 1947 bud wilkinson was named ou s head football coach and
became the architect of oklahoma s meteoric rise from mediocrity
to its present status as a perennial powerhouse based on
interviews with wilkinson former ou president george l cross and
numerous former players author john scott gives us the behind the



scenes story of wilkinson s years at the university of oklahoma
scott takes us through the teams wilkinson directed from 1947 to
1963 revealing the philosophies and tactics wilkinson used to turn
ou into one of college football s elite programs a close up view of
games from strategy to execution brings ou football and its cast of
colorful characters to life scott details the sooners 47 game
winning streak as well as thrilling games against notre dame army
usc and others he also provides details of wilkinson s breaking of
the color line in ou athletics and the infamous food poisoning
incident in chicago in 1959 before his death in 1994 wilkinson
reviewed the first draft of the book and wrote in a letter to the
author the explanations of football strategies are concise and clear
they rank among the best i have ever read including vignettes of
wilkinson s closest coaching friends royal bryant leahy sanders
blaik tatum bud wilkinson and the rise of oklahoma football
captures all the drama of oklahoma s ascendance and serves as
an authoritative and entertaining history of the sport that will
appeal to all college football fans

The Future of the University 1942
provides a look at the university of oklahoma from the students
viewpoint

The University of Oklahoma, 1892-1942
2006-07-01
medical education in oklahoma volume iii chronicles the
development of the university of oklahoma health sciences center
from 1964 1996 a tempestuous period at the university of
oklahoma school of medicine during these three decades college
and hospital administrators and physicians witnessed conflicts
challenges and restructuring based on newspaper accounts



interviews regents meetings minutes and the authors personal
recollections the book traces the metamorphosis of the university
of oklahoma college of medicine and health sciences center from
an enterprise dedicated solely to scholarship and education into a
multi million dollar medical and research complex

University of Oklahoma 2021-10-14
published in celebration of the university s quasquicentennial path
to excellence is a stunning photographic history of ou s 125 years
of remarkable growth and revitalization

University of Oklahoma 1961
originally published middletown conn wesleyan university press
1973

Bud Wilkinson and the Rise of
Oklahoma Football 1922
in 1967 george henderson the son of uneducated alabama
sharecroppers accepted a full time professorship at the university
of oklahoma despite his mentor s warning to avoid the redneck
school in a backward state henderson became the university s
third african american professor a hire that seemed to suggest the
dissolving of racial divides however when real estate agents in the
university town of norman denied the henderson family their first
three choices of homes the sociologist and educator realized he
still faced some formidable challenges in this stirring memoir
henderson recounts his formative years at the university of
oklahoma during the late 1960s and early 1970s he describes in
graphic detail the obstacles that he and other african americans
faced within the university community a place of white privilege



black separatism and campus wide indifference to bigotry as an
adviser and mentor to young black students who wanted to do
something about these conditions henderson found himself at the
forefront of collective efforts to improve race relations at the
university henderson is quick to acknowledge that he and his
fellow activists did not abolish all vestiges of racial oppression but
they set in motion a host of institutional changes that continue to
this day in henderson s words we were ordinary people who
sometimes did extraordinary things capturing what was perhaps
the most tumultuous era in the history of american higher
education race and the university includes valuable recollections
of former student activists who helped transform the university of
oklahoma into one of the nation s most diverse college campuses

General Information and
Announcements 2005-12
when george lynn cross arrived to teach botany at the university
of oklahoma in the summer of 1934 racial segregation was so
strong in norman that no african american dared remain within the
city limits after sundown almost ten years later when cross
became president of the university the full extent of oklahoma s
segregation laws came sharply into focus this book is president
cross s story of the events leading to the desegregation of the
university of oklahoma in 1948 with the admission of george w
mclaurin to the graduate school of education earlier a young black
woman ada lois sipuel fisher had applied to the ou school of law
and been denied admission because of her race with the help of
attorneys from the naacp she took her case to the u s supreme
court the high court equivocated and a separate but equal law
school was hastily established in oklahoma city as a branch of all
black langston university it was not until three years later and then
only after the intervention of president cross who personally



overrode the law s delay that ms fisher was able to study at the
university of oklahoma from which she later graduated with honors
cross places these momentous events in historical context the
story of desegregation at the university of oklahoma a landmark in
the continuing struggle for racial equality in the united states
makes for an engrossing book

University of Oklahoma Magazine 1911
describes the people and events that have shaped the state s
history

University of Oklahoma College Prowler
Off the Record 1959-05
excerpt from university of oklahoma bulletin general catalog 1919
20 with announcements for 1920 1921 may 1 1920 entrance
examinations registration sept 16 17 18 class work begins a m
sept 20 president s annual address a m sept 21 president s
reception to students and faculty oct 1 general election day nov 2
fall home coming of alumni and former students nov 6
thanksgiving recess begins m nov 24 class work resumed a m nov
29 christmas recess begins p m dec 22 about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses
state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works



Address ... delivered at the formal
opening exercises of the University of
Oklahoma, September 31, 1911
2000-11-01
tiny you tells the story of one of the most successful political
movements of the twentieth century the grassroots campaign
against legalized abortion while americans have rapidly changed
their minds about sex education pornography arts funding gay
teachers and ultimately gay marriage opposition to legalized
abortion has only grown as other socially conservative movements
have lost young activists the pro life movement has successfully
recruited more young people to their cause jennifer l holland
explores why abortion dominates conservative politics like no
other cultural issue looking at anti abortion movements in four
western states since the 1960s turning to the fetal pins passed
around church services the graphic images exchanged between
friends and the fetus dolls given to children in school she argues
that activists made fetal life feel personal to many americans pro
life activists persuaded people to see themselves in the pins
images and dolls they held in their hands and made the fight
against abortion the primary bread and butter issue for social
conservatives holland ultimately demonstrates that the success of
the pro life movement lies in the borrowed logic and emotional
power of leftist activism

Bulletin 2015
like america itself the architecture of the united states is an
amalgam an imitation or an importation of foreign forms adapted
to the natural or engineered landscape of the new world so can
there be an american school of architecture the most legitimate



claim to the title emerged in the 1950s and 1960s at the gibbs
college of architecture at the university of oklahoma where under
the leadership of bruce goff herb greene mendel glickman and
others an authentically american approach to design found its
purest expression teachable in its coherence and logic followers of
this first truly american school eschewed the forms most in fashion
in american architectural education at the time those such as the
french beaux arts or german bauhaus schools in favor of the
vernacular and the organic the result was a style distinctly
experimental resourceful and contextual challenging not only
established architectural norms in form and function but also
traditional approaches to instructing and inspiring young
architects edited by luca guido stephanie pilat and angela person
this volume explores the fraught history of this distinctively
american movement born on the oklahoma prairie renegades
features essays by leading scholars and includes a wide range of
images including rare never before published sketches and models
together these essays and illustrations map the contours of an
american architecture that combines this country s landscape and
technology through experimentation and invention assembling the
diversity of the united states into structures of true beauty
renegades for the first time fully captures the essence and
conveys the importance of the american school of architecture

Medical Education in Oklahoma 2000
excerpt from bulletin of the state university of oklahoma calendar
june 1 1906 march 1 1907 announcements 1907 1908 first
semester begins tuesday september 10 at 2 p m enroll ment of
students tuesday and wednesday formal opening of the university
and president s annual address about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art



technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in
rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works

Path to Excellence 1957
the university of oklahoma s western history collections were
established in 1927 to gather and preserve records for scholarly
research in anthropology native american studies oklahoma
history and the history of the american west this guide describes
manuscript collections which include papers from pioneers and
later prominent citizens including businessmen educators native
american leaders historians and anthropologists the manuscripts
cover a variety of subjects such as cowboys and the cattle industry
the five civilized tribes frontier life missionaries in indian territory
the oil industry and the history of transportation in the west

Regeneration Through Violence
2011-11-19
guide to graduation

Oklahoma, a Guide to the Sooner State
1976



Race and the University 2014-03-24

The Catalogue of the History of Science
Collections of the University of
Oklahoma Libraries 1938

Blacks in White Colleges 1967

Story of Oklahoma City University and
Its Predecessors 1994

Design Study for the State Plan of
Oklahoma 2017-10-31

The Story of Oklahoma 1940

University of Oklahoma Bulletin 2020

Handbook for New Students 1956



Tiny You 2020-01-28

National Library of Medicine
Audiovisuals Catalog 1978

Biblioraphy of Theses on Oklahoma in
the University of Oklahoma Library
1945

Renegades 2017-12-14

University of Oklahoma Congressional
Record Series. Inventory 1948

Foundation Issue for Alumni 1934

Bulletin of the State University of
Oklahoma 2002

Biennial Report 2016-02-01



Report of the State Department of
Education of Oklahoma 1990

Guide to Manuscripts in the Western
History Collections of the University of
Oklahoma 1950

2016-2017 University of Oklahoma
Guide to Graduation

History of the School of Geology and
Geophysics, the University of
Oklahoma

The Libraries of the University of
Oklahoma
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